Examples are Pollution for work near ocean or creek, off-site storage of City property, transportation hazards, etc.

Required when vehicle or equipment use is integral to the service; equipment that may require coverage includes leased or hired vehicles and equipment such as an aerial lift, motorized platform, forklift, etc.

Contact Risk Manager to verify any specialty insurance needed and its value.

---

1 Examples are Pollution for work near ocean or creek, off-site storage of City property, transportation hazards, etc.

2 Required when vehicle or equipment use is integral to the service; equipment that may require coverage includes leased or hired vehicles and equipment such as an aerial lift, motorized platform, forklift, etc.

3 Contact Risk Manager to verify any specialty insurance needed and its value.
Popular examples may include pollution for work near ocean or creek, off-site storage of City property, transportation hazards, etc. Contact the Risk Manager for assistance as needed.

Must be used when the use of a vehicle or equipment (aerial lift, motorized platform, forklift, etc.) is integral to the service; coverage needed for leased or hired vehicles.

Minimum coverage limits, City may require higher limits based on the value, nature, size or scope of the project.

Contact Risk Manager to verify any specialty insurance needed and its value.

---

1 Popular examples may include pollution for work near ocean or creek, off-site storage of City property, transportation hazards, etc. Contact the Risk Manager for assistance as needed.

2 Must be used when the use of a vehicle or equipment (aerial lift, motorized platform, forklift, etc.) is integral to the service; coverage needed for leased or hired vehicles.

3 Minimum coverage limits, City may require higher limits based on the value, nature, size or scope of the project.

4 Contact Risk Manager to verify any specialty insurance needed and its value.
Based on the value of the design contract; the $1M minimum coverage limits may increase due to value, nature, size, or scope of the project.

Department recommends coverage limit value based on exposure for project; subject to approval by Risk Manager.

Only when integral to the project.
1 Coverage limits equal the value of any tenant improvements plus the value of the annual lease payments for Business Interruption coverage.
1 Used for project near ocean or creek.
2 Contact Risk Manager to verify need and value.
3 Suggested limits; contact Risk Manager for approval of other limits.
1 Contact Risk Manager if vendor does not carry this coverage
Contact Risk Manager if vendor does not carry this coverage

1 Contact Risk Manager if vendor does not carry this coverage